
Project: "It would be difficult… not to oppress the Saracens": Popular 
Violence, Papal Rhetoric and the End of Muslim Sicily 

I want to start with this image that we have seen so many times before; that of 
the trilingual royal notarial offices in Sicily. I want to contextualize this image 
and highlight what it reveals about the fluidity in the Registers of Expression in 
Sicily in the 1190s 

The image is part of the Liber ad honrem Augusti sive de rebus Siculis (Book to 
Honor the emperor OR the events/affairs of Sicily), composed by Peter of 
Eboli, a monk from a monastic community about 15 miles south/south east of 
Salerno. The text was probably composed around 1196 and meant to 
commemorate Henry VI’s ascension to the Sicilian throne in 1194. 

The Liber ad horem Augusti tells the story of a Sicilian succession crisis 
sparked in 1189 with the death of William II. William died without an heir, and 
with the support of the local nobility, Tancred, William’s uncle and the 
illegitimate son of Roger II, seized the throne. However, William II had 
married off his aunt, Constance, to Holy Roman Emperor Henry VI with the 
promise that Henry would control the kingdom in his wife’s name if William 
failed to produce an heir. Tancred got the better of Henry in most of the 
subsequent military campaigns, but the death of his 18 year old son followed by 
his own death in 1194 allowed Henry to gain control of the Kingdom of Sicily 

Here is a panegyric text celebrating a German imperial takeover of the Sicily 
composed in the immediate aftermath of the Third Crusade. Peter is an 
unabashed partisan on Henry’s behalf, and he frequently derides, attacks and 
mocks Tancred throughout the text. He depicts Tancred as tyrannical, as unjust, 
as a usurper, and calling him “Tancredulus”, or little Tancred, even goes after 
his height. It is a corporate text using a formal register. He never makes 
dogmatic attacks against Tancred for an association with Muslims. He doesn’t 
problematize the Saracens in notarial service to the crown, he offers a positive 
depiction of Saracens mourning the death of William II, and while the texts 
notes of the presence of “Saracen” soldiers in Tancred armies, Tancred is never 
attacked for deploying these Muslims against Henry’s forces. The presence of 
Muslims forces was non-controversial, one would never use the presence of 
Muslims to questions a ruler’s religious orthodoxy. Even Ecumenian foes using 
dogmatic attacks focused on Sicilian violation of the privileges of the church, 
not association with infields. 

The formal and cooperate images in Peter’s texts also exhibit remarkable 
disconnect from the local experience of Sicily in the 1190s. We have chronicle 



accounts of mass violence immediately after William’s death in 1189 between 
Christians and Muslims that seem to have displaced Muslims from urban 
centers, and forced them to form enclaves in the mountains in the west and 
north of the island for their defense. It’s worth noting that this mirrors a similar 
pattern of violence in 1161 during a revolt against William I, a revolt in which 
Tancred himself has taken part. 

Tancred died in 1194, sparking further concerns about local violence. In a letter 
bemoaning the perilous state of the island after Tancred’s death, an anonymous 
author explicitly links violence against Muslims to royal weakness. The author 
clearly understands local religious violence to be the normative condition, 
rather than the result of dogmatic discourse and asserts that such violence could 
only be suppressed through strong corporate power. The security of the islands 
Muslim population was linked to the stability of Sicily’s ruling monarchy. With 
Tancred’s death, we again see Muslim displacement from urban areas, and a 
migration autonomous to isolated mountain strongholds where the population 
could protect itself from Christian reprisal. 

So, at the very same time that Peter of Eboli’s formal text stresses a stable 
kingdom absent interreligious strife, we have a number of sources that suggest 
violent discord between these local communities. 

I chose to begin with the Liber ad Honrem in part because it helps illustrate the 
rapidly shifting registers of expression in Sicilian power politics. We have a 
second succession crisis that strikes Sicily a year or two after Peter of Eboli 
completed his text. Henry VI died in 1197, and Constance shortly after in 1198. 
Henry had entrusted the fate of his young heir, the man who would become 
Frederick II, to his margrave Markward of Annweiler. Constance had named 
the young Frederick king of Sicily, allying herself with local Christian elite and 
serving as regent. When she died, she named pope Innocent III as the ward for 
he son, in hopes of countering German influence. 

Throughout this period, Muslim enclaves in north-western Sicily continued to 
operate autonomously. As the conflict between Markward and Innocent came 
to a head both men operated on a corporate level and sought to recruit the 
Muslim population as allies. In 1199, Markward landed in Western Sicily, near 
Trapani, to to enter into negotiations with the rebellious Muslims communities 
in the mountain ranges southwest of Palermo. Markward proposed an alliance 
with Amir Magded, who commanded Muslim forces in the region. 

Innocent response to this proposed alliance marks a radical break from all 
previous depictions of Sicilian rulers and their use of Muslims Soldiers. 



Innocent, acting in an ecumenian role wrote to various nobles in Sicily urging 
them to take arms against Markward. He described Markward in dogmatic 
language as a “ruthless brigand,” who “plotted not only against Sicily, but 
against all Christian people,” and that he was “another Saladin.” Who wanted 
to “stimulate Saracen spirits more keenly to the slaughter of our side and to 
increase their spirits he has spattered their jaws already with Christian blood 
and exposed captured Christian women to their desire.” Marked was a “friend 
to the infidel,” and an “enemy of God and the church.” Innocent invokes a near 
apocalyptic tone, invoking “is there anyone not moved by the king of kings, not 
touched by the injuries to the Crucified One? Who would not rise up against 
him who rises against all and joins he enemies of the cross… and having been a 
worse infidel than the infidels struggles to conquer the faithful.” 

Innocent’s letter provides the kind of fevered and breathless attacks we expect 
from dogmatic crusader rhetoric, but was unheard of in previous dogmatic 
critiques of Sicilian rules. However, subsequent letters reveal the Innocent 
continued to operate on a corporate level even after sending out these 
invectives. He wrote a formal letter to the island’s Muslims imploring them to 
ally with Sicilian factions loyal to the papacy. He reminded them of their 
loyalty to past Christian monarchs, and promised to continue to extend to them 
the rights that they had traditionally held. He warned them of Markward’s 
unfaithfulness to his coreligionists, and advised the Muslim population that 
they should expect similar betrayals. Papal allies on the islands issued a letter to 
the Sicilian nobility urging them to suppress local concerns, to seek a peaceful 
settlement with the islands Muslims and restore their previous rights, in an 
effort to secure their loyalty. 

The rebellious Muslims, under the leadership of Amir Magded, threw in their 
lot with Markward. They left no statement of the reasons for their decisions, 
but they seemed to have operated on a wholly local scale, leading to disastrous 
long-term consequences. Markward won a military victory against Innocent’s 
force, but not before suffering severe losses, and his Muslims allies seem to 
have taken the brunt of these casualties. Innocent would continue to use the 
dogmatic rhetoric offering crusading privileges for any Christian who engaged 
in his holy war against Markward. Markward himself died shortly thereafter, 
leaving the Muslim population without a protector. They remained in the 
mountains, in rebellion against the island’s leadership until Frederick II 
subjugated them twenty years later. 

Crusade historians have asserted that Innocent’s 1199 letters marked a sea 
change in the understanding of the concept of Crusade, marking the birth, “the 
political crusade.” They claim that, by offering crusading privileges to 



European knights willing to fight against the Christian political enemies of the 
papacy, Innocent reshaped the notion of holy war in the West. But, in order to 
accomplish this task, Innocent needed to bring to bear the dogmatic registers of 
binary religious opposition, the language of war against the infidels, against his 
Christian Sicilian foes. Innocent’s attacks mark a jarring and radical 
transformation in which Muslims subjects who had often served as a symbol of 
the power and influence in the corporate discourse of Sicilian rulers were 
transformed into a dogmatic vulnerability which exposed Sicilian rulers to 
eccumenian questions about their Christian orthodoxy. Innocent first made 
these attacks against Markward, but they proved to have a powerful rhetorical 
force, and similar attacks would haunt Frederick and his heirs throughout the 
13th century. Innocent’s dogmatic attacks, along with the local violence against 
Sicilian Muslims transformed these Muslim communities from symbols of 
corporate strength in the twelfth century, to problematic troublemakers in the 
thirteenth 

	  


